In 2014 the ASPRS Data Preservation and Archiving Committee (DPAC) began discussing the difficulty in locating aerial imagery from non-federal sources. While millions of frames of imagery are thought to exist in state, county, local, university, non-profit, and private firm holdings, the means to locate and access these image sources seemed insurmountable. Most federal aerial imagery is generally discoverable from known catalogs, and the DPAC sought to create a similar consolidated portal containing basic information about collections held by non-federal sources. Even though many entities may not have extensive metadata, the primary value for such a portal would be to discover sources not previously known. To allow the greatest participation, only minimal information is requested (contact information and basic collection detail such as acquisition start and stop dates, film type, scale and relative location), although more metadata can also be provided. The portal was released in 2016 and DPAC is now focused on soliciting sources to enrich the content, and to reach out to potential user groups who could benefit from such a service. This poster illustrates how collection owners can contribute to the catalog, and also provides screen shots to illustrate how researchers can locate aerial imagery over their areas of interest.